
Fifth round of the Italian Cup TrailO - August 3, 2013 
Bulletin 
 
Important: as already posted on the website, the first start was delayed at 13.30. 

 
Map 
 Near the control points, the paper has been re-checked and fixed to the extent possible. 

 On the map, the green circle (ISOM symbol  419) indicates a group of trees. 

 The map scale is 1:5000 and was obtained by enlarging the map 1:10000 Pra’ Catinat (No. 739). The 

symbols are not enlarged: they retain the size of 1:10000. 

Notes on map symbols: Some symbols on the map are smaller than requested by ISOM standards for 

1:10000 scale. This difference arose when the course has already been set and verified. For this reason, 

and also because the difference has no effects on tasks solutions, these smaller sizes are mantained 

without changes, according to the Technical Delegate opinion. 

Features of the course 
Class Controls along the path Length Maximum time Timed controls 
Open Elite 23 1,4 km 115 min 4 

Open A 16 1,4 km 90 min 2 

ESO 10 1,4 km 90 min 0 

 

FOR ALL 

 The course takes place along the main road (paved road and then a dirt road). Pay attention to cars 

and motorcycles! No other road or trail is allowed. 

 Signs of viewing points are white for Beginners and Non-Competitive course, yellow-orange for Open A, 

blue for Elite. 

 When from the same viewing point more flags than those indicated in the question can be seen, a 

white and red tape will be on the ground to delimit the corner containing the flags to consider. 

 

 FOR BEGINNERS AND NON-COMPETITIVE COURSE 

 The start is at about 1700 meters from the meeting (follow START signs). Two stations with test points 

are available on the way: in the second one you can find tasks dedicated to Beginners class and non-

competitive course. 

 At the point number 7, the sign of the viewing point is on the opposite side of the road and you have to 

turn 180 degrees while remaining in the same point (due to problems in seeing flags). 

 Attention: in the course, you will find the viewing point number 9 before the number 8. 

 

FOR OPEN ELITE, PARALYMPIC AND OPEN A 

 The timed controls are all at the beginning of the race. 

 The first timed control is about 900 meters far from the meeting point, and it is situated along the main 

road (follow the START signs). On the way two stations with test points are available. 

 The START  is about 800 meters far from the last timed control. 

 For controls with only one flag (i.e.  A/ Z controls) the viewing point is not provided. 

 Competitors in the Open Elite and Paralympic classes will have two control cards: the first will be used 

for timed controls and controls 1-20 along the path, and the second will be used for controls 21-23. 



 At some controls (flags east of the road on slope) the sign of the viewing point is located on the 
opposite side of the road and you have to turn 180 degrees while remaining in the same point (due to 
problems in seeing flags). In these cases, on the sign of viewing point there will be written ALTRO LATO 
/ OTHER SIDE. 

Timed Controls  (Open Elite Paralympics and Open A Classes) 
The stations  for timed controls are two, and in each one you have to resolve two tasks. 

 

Procedure at each station: 
 The competitor is asked to sit on a chair and gets a closed folder containing the two task, one per 

page. 

 The competitor must check that on the folder cover the right class is indicated. 

 The judges of the timed controls indicate the flags with the standard sentence. In the case of 5 flags 

they will say: "There are 5 flags: Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo. The time starts now! " 

 The competitor opens the folder and answers to the two tasks in sequence. You can turn the page 

to watch the second tasks only after you  have solved the first task,  and when you are solving the 

second task you  cannot go back to look at the first. 

 The answer can be given pointing at the letter printed below the task or verbally, with the NATO 

phonetic alphabet: Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo. In case of inconsistency between the letter 

indicated and letter spoken, the letter with your finger  will be considered valid. 

 For each station only the total time will be timed (i.e. the time that the competitor takes to give all 

the answers). 

 The maximum time available for each station is 2 minutes. The competitor will be warned that time 

is expiring 20 seconds before the time finish.  

Start list 

 The start list was created with an interval of two minutes between competitors. The starting time is 

approximate:  small delays are possible that depend on timed controls.  

 No starting list is defined for Beginners nor Non-competitive Class. The starting time for these classes is 

free and is assigned at the Start station.  

 

Have fun! 

Marina Beltramo 

(event director) 
 

 


